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P.J. Funnybunny Camps Out 
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P.J. Funnybunny and his friends go camping.  Will they be brave enough to last all through the 

night? 

 

 

Suggested Activities: 
 

1. Use the vocabulary cards included to play games with your child such as: memory, go fish, hide 

and seek with the cards.  While playing check to make sure your child knows each vocabulary 

word and can use it in a complete sentence. 

 

2. Use the definition and picture vocabulary cards enclosed to play match-up.  If the child can 

not read, you can read the definitions for him/her, see if they can choose the correct picture to 

match the definition.  Use lots of verbal praise such as, “good choice”, or “way to go” to help 

encourage them. 

 

3. Use the game board and questions enclosed to play a game with your child.  See who can get to 

the end first by correctly answering questions related to the story.  Give a special treat to the 

winner or maybe just a “good job” with a high five.  Have fun together.  Remember if the child 

doesn’t know the answer give him/her some clues or refer back to the book. 

 

4. Use the backpack with the slit in it for practicing sequencing of the story.  The sequence cards 

are included.  Lay them out on the table and help the child to read them and decide the correct 

order.  Have them put them into the backpack in the correct order.  They are labeled on the back 

with the correct sequence number to help check accuracy. 

 

5. Find the things for camping worksheet to fill out with your child.  Talk about past camping 

trips and what they’ve experienced.  See if they can remember things they have seen while 

camping or things they’d like to see. 

 

6. Have fun with your child by making a fun camping snack.  Use the snack recipe sheet included. 

 

7. If you can go on a fun camping trip with your child.  You can even do a pretend camping trip at 

home either in your back yard or in your living room.  Set up tents or make tents out of blankets.  

Make the camping snacks and use a flashlight while telling ghost stories. 
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